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OFDC Organic Certification Instruction 
 

A. Certification Types and Basis 

1． Currently , OFDC has been accredited by CNAS and IOAS to engaged in the following certificating 

activities, and the certification types and basis are as follow: 

1) China National Organic Certification - GB/T 19630 Organic Product 

Certification Types: Planting (Crops, Edible Fungi, Wild Collection), Breeding (Livestock & Poultry, 

Aquaculture), Processing 

2) US NOP Standard - NOP 7 CFR Part 205 

Certification Types: Crops, Livestock & Poultry, Wild Collection, Processing 

3) Canada Organic Product Certification – Canadian Organic Certification Standard 

CAN/CGSB-32.310 & CAN/CGSB-32.311  

Certification Types: Crop Production, Wild Collection, Processing 

(Note: the products can also export to US based on US-Canada Organic Equivalency 

Arrangement)  

4) OFDC/IFOAM Organic Product Certification – OFDC Organic Certification Standard (has been 

accredited to be equivalent to EU standard) 

Certification Types: Planting (Crops, Edible Fungi), Wild Collection, Breeding (Livestock & Poultry, 

Aquaculture), Processing and handling, Inputs verification, and Small-scale Farmers 

5) Japan National Organic Standard (JAS) Certification – organic JAS law 

Certification Types: Crop Production, Wild Collection, Processing and repackaging 

2.  OFDC will provide Chinese and English edition of GB/T19630 Organic Product and OFDC Organic 

Certificate Standard for domestic and international applicants. For domestic applicants of other 

certification programs, such as US NOP, Canada, and JAS certification, OFDC will only provide Chinese 

translation of the related standards as reference. The applicant may contact OFDC or related foreign 

authorities for official edition of the related standards.  

3. OFDC open documents could be downloaded on OFDC website (www.ofdc.org.cn) for 

understanding of OFDC certificate requirement and procedure. 

4. Determination basis of product safety and quality compliance is adopted with the following order: 

national standards, industry standards and local standards.  

 

B. Basic Requirement of Organic Production Base (Key Points)  

1． Environmental quality of production base shall comply with GB/T19630 Organic Product. If 

applicants cannot provide effective environmental quality report or proof by authoritative 

departments, OFDC may require applicants to entrust the monitoring of production base 

environmental quality and providing monitoring report to a qualified monitoring body.  

2． There shall be at least a conversion period not less than 24 months before sowing for annual crops, and 

not less than 36 months before the first harvest of organic products for perennial crops, Lands newly 

reclaimed from wilderness or from land deserted for years will have to undergo a conversion period of 

http://www.ofdc.org.cn/
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at least 12 months. 1 

3． Use of any genetic modified seeds or seedlings is prohibited. Seeds shall not be processed by any 

banned substances before use. 

4． Long-term soil fertility, plant protection, crop rotation and livestock breeding plan of the 

production base shall be established.2 

5． Production base has no obvious soil erosion, wind erosion and other environmental problems. 

6． Pollution shall be avoided in the process of crop harvesting, post-harvesting handling, drying, 

storage and transportation. 

7． In the presence of parallel production/co-exist production in the certificate-applying unit, parallel 

production management system shall be established to ensure the integrity of organic 

production.  

8． Conversion from conventional production system to organic product shall take 24 months and/or 

36 months; newly reclaimed land or land abandoned for years shall obtain organic certificate 

after a conversion period of at least 12 months.  

In the production and circulation process, organic product management system shall be 

established based GB/T 19630-4, including traceable record. 

  

C. Basic Requirement of Organic Processing and Business (key point) 

1． Raw material must be certified organic; 

2． The weight or volume percentage of organic certified ingredients in final product does not less 

than 95%; 

3． Only auxiliary materials such as natural flavoring, color agent and spices, permitted material in 

relative organic standard could be used. Artificial color agent, spices, additives are prohibited. 

Genetic engineering techniques and their products, and ion irradiation techniques are also 

prohibited；3 

4． In the situation of parallel/co-exist production in the certificate unit, parallel production 

management system shall be established to maintain the integrity of organic production. 

5． Pollution shall be avoided during organic product processing, storage, transportation and sale. 

6． Organic production management system including tracing record shall be established and 

implemented based on the requirement of GB/T 19630-4 during processing and business 

process.  

 

D. Organic inspection and certification procedure 

1. Applicant contacts OFDC Inspection Dept. I to obtain relative application form and open files. 

2. OFDC Inspection Dept. I offers applicant the organic certification application form, questionnaire, 

standard, certification flow chart, complaint handling procedure, contract and certification 

expense list. 

3. Applicant fulfills the application form, questionnaire and documents required, and posts them to 

OFDC Inspection Dept. I. 
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4. OFDC Inspection Dept. I is responsible for document reviewing, contract assessing and contract 

signing.  

5. Applicant pays the expense to OFDC according to contract. 

6. OFDC Inspection Dept. I assigns inspection group. The inspection group is responsible for 

document integrity and compliance auditing (applicant may be asked to modify or add materials 

if needed), and preparation of inspection plan.  

7. Implementation of on-site inspection according to inspection plan, and collection of relative 

inspection proof. 

8. Based on inspection site situation, inspection report is prepared, and compliance and continuing 

effectiveness of applicant is evaluated according to standard and applicable laws and regulations. 

Inspection report shall be confirmed by applicant in written form. 

9. Inspectors submit inspection report. Certification committee assesses the conformity based on 

the report and material collected, makes the certification resolution, and notifies the applicant. 

10. Certification and Accreditation Dept. prints and posts the certificate and certification letter 

according to the decision of certification committee. Certification information database is 

established, and files are archived. 

 

E. Post-certification Management 

1. Product/label enlarging and reducing certification 

If applicant need to apply for enlarging or reducing organic certified product scale, or apply for 

more national organic labels due to the change of package specification or underestimate of 

product sales, when it holds OFDC effective certificate, please contact OFDC Inspection Dept. for 

enlarging or reducing organic certified product scale, or contact OFDC Certification and 

Accreditation Dept. for the label enlarging and reducing. Relative documents could be obtained by 

fax or on our website: www.ofdc.org.cn (download center) 

* Specific requirement and procedure could be found in OFDC Approving, Enlarging, Reducing and 

Modifying Certification Procedure. 

(Contact: Ms. Xu Hang; Tel：025-85287142; Fax：025-85419083, Email：xuhang@ofdc.org.cn ); 

（Contact: Ms. Shen Wei; Tel：025-85287246；Fax：025-85419083, Email：shenwei@ofdc.org.cn）; 

（Contact: Ms. Guan Wei; Tel：025-85287248；Fax：025-85419083, Email：guanwei@ofdc.org.cn）. 

2. Transaction Certificate（TC）Procedure 

Before selling organic/organic conversion products, certified organizations shall request 

transaction certificate application form (TCA) from OFDC Certification & Accreditation Dept. and 

apply for OFDC transaction certificate (TC). Relevant documents could be offered by fax or 

downloaded from website: www.ofdc.org.cn (download center). The completed TCA as well as 

annex materials shall be submitted to OFDC Certification & Accreditation Dept. Under normal 

conditions, TC procedure could be finished in two working days after auditing the complete 

application material. 

Original copy and duplicate copy of TC are offered. Original copy is for vendee keeping, and 

http://www.ofdc.org.cn/
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duplicate copy is for vendor keeping. 

（Contact：Mr. Zhu Rong； Tel：025-85287248；Fax：025-85419083, Email：zhurong@ofdc.org.cn）. 

3. Significant Information Notification 

   Certified organization shall notify OFDC promptly within the valid period of the certificate in 

one of the following conditions: 

（1）Legal status, operating status, organization status or the ownership modifying information; 

（2）Organizational and management modifying information; 

（3）Contact address and site modifying information; 

（4）Organic product management system, production, processing, operating status or process 

modifying information; 

（5）Major animal or plant epidemic situation in the surrounding of the production, processing and 

operating sites of certified products; 

（6）Quality safety information of organic products, if serious quality and safety issues exposed by 

relevant departments or major complaints of customers.  

（7）Certified organization is punished due to the violation of national agricultural products and food 

safety management regulations; 

（8）Raw material purchased or products cannot comply with certification base requirement;  

（9）Withdrawing and handling of non-conforming products; 

（10）Supervision information of government authorities; 

（11）Other important information. 

Certified organization shall notify above important information to OFDC Certification & 

Accreditation Dept. promptly (within 10 working days), otherwise, certificate may be suspended 

or repealed.（Contact：Mr. Wang Xingping, Tel: 025-85287108；Fax: 025-85419083, Email：

wangxp@ofdc.org.cn）. 

4. Appeal, Complaint and Controversy Handling 

Appeal, complaint and controversy could be proposed to OFDC Certificate & Accreditation 

Dept. Effective appeal, complaint and controversy shall satisfy the following conditions 

simultaneously:  

1）Appeal, complaint and controversy shall be proposed in written form; 

2）Shall be signed or stamped by appealing, complaining or controversial person; 

3）The appealing person shall be the direct related party of this issue; 

4）Under normal conditions, OFDC does not accept anonymous complaints. 

OFDC Certificate & Accreditation Dept. is responsible for the appealing, complaining and 

controversial issues, analyzing and defining the effectiveness of the formally proposed materials, 

making the OFDC appeal, complaint and controversy handling records. OFDC will notify the 

appealing, complaining and controversial party the admissibility of the case in written form in the 

regulated handling period.（Contact：Mr. Wang Xingping, Tel: 025-85287108；Fax: 025-85419083, 

Email：wangxp@ofdc.org.cn）. 

* For specific requirements and procedures, please refer to OFDC Appeal, Complaint and 

mailto:zhurong@ofdc.org.cn
mailto:wangxp@ofdc.org.cn
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Controversy Handling Process. 

5. Next Annual Re-certification 

5.1 (With expiration date in the certificate) certified organizations shall submit application for 

re-certification at least three months before the expiration date of certificate, to keep the 

continuity of their organic certification and ensure the continuous effectiveness of the certificate. 

Late application is inadmissible. If the application is submitted after the expiration date, the 

production unit for certification shall turn to conversion certification. 

   (Without expiration date in the certificate) Certified organizations shall submit application for 

certification renewal at least before anniversary day of certificate, late application is inadmissible. 

(Relevant application material for re-certification could be downloaded on OFDC website: 

www.ofdc.org.cn “download center”. Please complete the material accurately and precisely, and 

post or email it to OFDC Inspection Dept. I. (Contact: Ms. Xu Hang； Tel：025-85287142；Fax：

025-85419083, Email：xuhang@ofdc.org.cn). 

* For specific requirements and procedures, please refer to OFDC-PR12-01 Organic Product 

Certification and Inspection Procedure.                                       

 

 

Organic Food Development and Certification Center of China（OFDC-China）        

Address: 9 Jiangwangmiao St., Nanjing 210042 China 

Tel：+86-(0)25-85287038/85287108/85287118 

Fax：+86-(0)25-85287242/85419083/85420606 

Email：ofdcchina@ofdc.org.cn            

Website：www.ofdc.org.cn 

 

Remarks:  

1. There are more specific requirements for the conversion period in different organic standards. For 

details, please consult our staff or refer to the corresponding organic standards; 

2. There are more specific requirements for the soil fertility, plant protection, crop rotation and 

livestock breeding in different organic standards. For details, please consult our staff or refer to the 

corresponding organic standards; 

3. There are more specific requirements for the Raw materials, additives, processing aids in different 

organic standards. For details, please consult our staff or refer to the corresponding organic standards. 

http://www.ofdc.org.cn/
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